Response to Comment on “Children Creating Core Properties of Language: Evidence from an Emerging Sign Language in Nicaragua”

In our recent study (1), we argued that the analytical approach that children apply to language learning can generate fundamental design features of language. We observed combinatorial linear structure within motion event expressions, particularly in those who learned Nicaraguan Sign Language (NSL) after 1984, when it was passed down to a new generation of children. We concluded that intrinsic properties of young children’s learning abilities have contributed discreteness and combinatorial organization to NSL over the past 25 years (2).

In their comment, Russo and Volterra (3) raise three methodological concerns that imply that our analyses overlooked certain features of the learning environment. Candidate environmental sources of the observed structure must satisfy two conditions: They must present an accessible model of the structure, and they must have become available to learners only after 1984. As we argue below, the alternative sources that Russo and Volterra propose satisfy neither condition.

Russo and Volterra’s first concern concerns participants’ exposure to Spanish in vocal or written form before coming into contact with other deaf children. The vocal and written Spanish exposure afforded to young deaf children in Nicaragua appears not to have changed over the past 25 years. Both are minimally available. Few of our participants received hearing aids as children, and none received audiological training or speech therapy. Children arrive at school at age 4 or 5 speaking a few isolated Spanish words and apparently have never “read” through even a picture book (4). Spanish is taught in school, but by graduation at the completion of sixth grade, none of the students have an easy command of written or spoken Spanish.

Furthermore, if Spanish were the source of the structures we observed in NSL, the two languages should show similarities in their linear orders. We do not observe such similarities. For example, in NSL, manner typically precedes path (roll descend), whereas in Spanish, path precedes manner (descend rolling). The A-B-A construction frequently observed in NSL (roll descend roll) is quite unlike any Spanish construction. It thus appears unlikely that the structures we documented derive from exposure to Spanish in any form.

The second proposed source of structure is gesture produced in the absence of speech. Two studies have examined the structure of motion events in gestures without speech: Goldin-Meadow, McNeill, and Singleton (5) with English speakers, and Özürek and Goldin-Meadow (6) with Spanish speakers. Both studies found that aspects of motion events (such as figure, manner, and path) are included in a single gesture rather than segmented into separate gestures (7, 8). Thus, even if Nicaraguan parents did communicate with their deaf children using gesture without speech, such gestures are unlikely to be a source of the segmented and sequenced signing that has emerged in NSL.

The final source of structure proposed by Russo and Volterra is mouth movement. In a follow-up analysis, we first examined whether signers brought Spanish segmentation into their signing via mouthing Spanish. Two independent coders recoded one-third of the deaf participants’ motion event expressions with respect to whether a Spanish word was mouthed (9). The only Spanish mouthing observed were two instances of the Spanish noun for cat (gato) mouthed simultaneously with the production of the manual sign for cat. No mouthing of Spanish words for manner or path accompanied the NSL signs for motion. Thus, it seems unlikely that the segmentation of manner and path derives from structure imposed by mouthing Spanish.

Additionally, although participants frequently produced mouth movements that indicated an aspect of the manner of movement (e.g., repeated, effortful), these always accompanied a manual movement. Precisely because they are always produced simultaneously with a manual sign, mouth movements never exhibit the linear sequencing being documented in this study.

The emergence of NSL provides a rare opportunity to study the origins of linguistic structure in vivo. This new language did not come from “nowhere”-it arose in a womb of rich human interaction. We agree with Russo and Volterra that emergent languages should be closely evaluated, case by case. In this case, we selected a definitive component of language and documented its growth by comparing its use by older and younger signers. The design is simple, but the change is not. The segmentation of manner and path poses a stringent test of segmentation. The data show that this discrete structure, this hallmark of language, emerged in Nicaraguan signing as it was passed down for the first time to a new generation of learners. This is the way a new language is born.
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4. This minimal exposure to text is not limited to deaf children; it is characteristic of the larger Nicaraguan culture.
7. NSL is not the only case in which unsegmented input was segmented by child learners. Segmentation and sequencing of motion events have been observed in home signers exposed only to gesture that accompanies speech. For example, Goldin-Meadow reports that the home signer she calls David produced the sequence flutter descend to describe snowing (figure 3 in (9)). David’s mother never produced sequenced combinations of this or any other type.
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